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Abstract 
 
Identifying segments of customers and their behavioral patterns over different time 
intervals, is an important application for businesses, especially in case of the last tier of the 
online  retail chain which is concerned with “electronic  Business-to-Customer relationship”  
(B2C) .  This is particularly important in dynamic and ever-changing markets, where customers 
are driven by ever changing market competition and demands. This could lead to the prediction 
of ‘churn’, or which customers are leaving the company’s loyalty.  Also, the provision of 
customized service to the customers is vital for a company to establish long lasting and pleasant 
relationship with consumers. It has also been observed that keeping old customers generates 
more profit than attracting new ones. So, customer retention is a big factor too. So, there is 
always a trade-off between customer benefits and transaction costs, which has to be optimized 
by the managers. 
The purpose of this thesis is to study, implement and analyze various Data-mining tools 
and techniques and then do an analysis of the sample / raw data to obtain a meaningful 
interpretation. Some of the data mining algorithms I have used, are a vector quantization based 
clustering algorithm, and then an ‘Apriori’ based Association rule mining algorithm. The first 
one is aimed at a meaningful segregation of the various customers based on their RFM values, 
while the latter algorithm tries to find out relationships and patterns among the purchases 
made by the customer, over several transactions.  
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1.1  The need for Customer Behavior prediction and data mining. 
 
The emergence of the business-to-customer (B2C) markets has resulted in various studies 
on developing and improving customer retention and profit enhancement. This is mainly due to 
the retail business becoming increasingly competitive with costs being driven down by new and 
existing competitors. In general, consumer markets have several characteristics such as repeat-
buying over the relevant time interval, a large number of customers, and a wealth of information 
detailing past customer purchases. In those markets, the goal of CRM is to identify a customer, 
understand and predict the customer-buying pattern, identify an appropriate offer, and deliver it 
in a personalized format directly to the customer.  
One typical example of the CRM model corresponds to the case of an online retail shop 
which sells various products through internet and performs transaction directly with customers 
through the internet. An online retail shop defines a customer as a person who has already 
bought products or performed a transaction with the shop. The exponential growth of the Internet 
has led to a hoard of customer and market data to the market managers. The increased 
availability of individual consumer data presents the possibility of direct targeting of individual 
customers. That is, the abundance of customer information enables marketers to take advantage 
of individual-level purchase models for direct marketing and targeting decisions. But, such an 
enormous amount of data can be a huge clutter, and it can become cumbersome to draw 
meaningful conclusions from such raw data.  This  is where the utility of customer behavior 
prediction using Data mining techniques comes in. 
The major customer values or characteristics that are used to measure purchase behavior 
of customers include Recency, Frequency, and Monetary values (RFM). RFM measures 
provide information on what customers do. Recency tells how long it has been since each 
customer made the last purchase. Frequency tells how many times each customer has purchased 
 10 
 
an item during certain intervals of time. Monetary tells how much each customer has spent in 
total. Monetary measures the total expenditure of the customer for a number of transactions over 
a period of time. These characteristics may be the most important in determining the likely 
profitability of a particular product or an individual customer, so they are used to segregate the 
list of customers into groups having different characteristics based on the RFM values. 
 
 
1.2   Relevance of Data mining towards CRM. 
 
Data mining techniques are the  processes designed to identify and interpret data for the 
purpose of understanding and deducing actionable trends and designing strategies based on those 
trends [3]. Data mining techniques extract the raw data, and then transform them to get the 
transformed data, and then get meaningful patterns among the transformed data. As businesses 
evaluate their investments on marketing activities, they tend to focus on their data mining 
techniques and capability. How to learn more about customers and their inclination towards 
particular products, use that information to make appropriate choices to customers, and 
understand which marketing strategies can succeed in long term customer satiafaction and 
retention. Managers can understand their customer by evaluating customer behavior, customer 
segregation, customer profiles, loyalty (how long have they been associated with the company) 
and profitability (which products can be targeted to the particular customer so as to extract 
maximum profits). Data Mining helps managers to identify valuable patterns contained in raw 
data and their relations so as to help the major decisions.  
 
The basic structure of CRM model lifecycle is shown in fig.1. The model can have two 
initiating pts. Firstly, the customer does some purchase and then the data is measured and 
evaluated. Afterwards, the company mines the evaluated data and then they can have an 
understanding of the patterns that the customer shows while purchasing. With the help of that 
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data, the organization can formulate its steps to maximize or optimize its business plans. 
Secondly, the organization takes some action for improving the customer’s satisfaction by 
making a good informative offer, and then studies the actions taken by the customer. Then the 
actions of the customer are again evaluated and an understanding of the customer is achieved. 
 
 
Fig1. The basic CRM cycle . [3] 
 
. 
 
 
1.3 Related work. 
  
Customer behavior analysis is based on consumer buying behavior, with the customer 
playing three distinct roles of a user, payer and buyer. Relationship marketing is an important 
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aspect for customer purchase analysis as it has an importance in the research of the marketing 
through the re-affirmation of the importance of the customer or buyer. A greater importance is 
also placed on existing consumer retention, customer relationship management, personalization, 
customization and one-to-one marketing. Customer understanding is the heart of CRM. It is the 
basis for optimizing customer lifetime value, which in turn engulfs customer segmentation and 
actions to maximize customer conversion, retention, loyalty and profitability. Proper customer 
understanding and action ability lead to increased customer lifetime value. Improper customer 
understanding can lead to catastrophic actions. A customer can be a user, purchaser, influence-
maker etc. Therefore the transaction data query may be have different types of inquiries, which 
include, suggestions, queries, requisitions, and reclamations. In the “Examination of Customer’s 
Inquiry” step, we can scrutinize which type of query has been placed by the customer and where 
it will be forwarded. In [3], Abdullah Al-Mudimigh, Farrukh Saleem and Zahid Ullah evaluate 
and analyze the customer buying pattern by using rule induction process on clustered data from 
the customer's database with reference to the customer query. In [5], Euiho Suh , Seungjae Lim , 
Hyunseok Hwang  and Suyeon Kim lay their focus on studying anonymous customers and then 
they sequentially mine the data through data preprocessing and then extracting association rules 
from them.  
 
 
 
1.4  Problem model formulation. 
  
A typical online retail mart has thousands of transactions stored in its database. It handles 
hundreds, maybe thousands of customers per day. All these data transactions, also referred to as 
‘orders’, need to be clustered according to some chosen parameters, and then a meaningful 
pattern or rules are to be inferred. For example, if a customer buys a certain product, is it 
necessary that he will buy another product related to that purchase, i.e., how to infer a rule 
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among 2 or more purchases of the customer. To incorporate a pattern to recognize a group of 
customers having similar purchase behavior. 
 This study focuses on the following aspects. Firstly, the study of the customer 
segmentation approach using a VQ algorithm, incorporated in the customer clustering approach. 
Secondly, the construction of a method of mining the data from raw datasets (a Microsoft access 
sample database in this case), and then transforming them into useful rules and inferences, for 
analyzing the customer’s purchase behavior. And we shall later see that as the amount of raw 
data accumulates, and the level of rule association among various factors increases, the 
computational overhead for each of the algorithms also increases. 
 
1.5 Layout of thesis. 
 
The thesis is sub divided into 5 chapters. The 1st chapter is the introduction part which 
gives a background information on data mining techniques and the Customer Relationship 
model. The 2nd chapter deals with “customer segmentation” approach which encompasses the 
information on the VQ based algorithm and its basic working methodology. The 3rd chapter deals 
with the “customer purchase prediction” approach which explains the working of the Association 
rules mining approach. The 4th chapter “Implementation and results” shows the outputs of 
various algorithms mentioned in the previous chapters and the results according to various 
parameters. Finally the thesis is concluded by the 5th chapter “conclusions” by mentioning the 
finding the outcomes and laying the ground work for the future prospects of work in the same 
field. 
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CHAPTER 2: The Customer Segmentati-    
on approach. 
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2.1 An Introduction to clustering and customer segmentaion. 
  
 
Customer segmentation is one of the most important area of knowledge-based marketing. 
In case of online retail stores, it is really a challenging task, as data bases are large and 
multidimensional. In the thesis we consider a clustering algorithm, which is based on a Vector 
Quantization based algorithm, and can be effectively used to automatically assign existing or 
new arriving customers into the respective clusters .  
 
 
2.2 A background of the Vector Quantization based clustering 
algorithm. 
 
It is an efficient algorithm designed by Linde, Buzo and Gray for  the design of good 
block  or  vector  quantizers  with quite general distortion measurements is developed for use on  
either  known  probabilistic source descriptions or on a long training sequence of data, 
incorporated herein by reference, [1]. The algorithm  involves no  differentiation; hence  it works  
well  even  when  the  distribution  has  discrete  components, as is the case when  a sample 
distribution obtained  from a  training  sequence  is used. As with the common variational 
techniques, the algorithm produces a quantizer meeting necessary but not sufficient conditions 
for optimality. Usually, however, at least  local optimality is ensured in both approaches. 
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An N-level k-dimensional ‘quantizer’ is a mapping, q ; that assigns to each input  vector, 
x = (x0, -, Xk-1), a reproduction  vector, x^ = q(x),  drawn  from  a  finite  reproduction alphabet, 
A = bi; i = 1, -, N} [1]. The level N describes the number of times the division of the codebook 
occurs. The quantizer is completely described  by  the  reproduction  alphabet  (or  codebook) A  
together with  the  partition, S = {Si;  i = 1, …,  N), of the  input vector space into  the  sets Si = 
{x: q(x) =vi) of  input vectors mapping into  the ith reproduction vector  (or codeword) [1], Such 
quantizers are also called block quantizers, vector quantizers, and block  source  codes [1]. 
Here the input vectors x can be any kind of customer RFM values. Here it is assumed that 
the  distortion caused by reproducing an  input vector x by a reproduction vector i is giveri by a 
nonnegative distortion measure d(x, x^). Many such distortion measures have been proposed  in  
the  literature.  The most common for reasons of  mathematical convenience is the  squared error 
distortion, which has been used in the implementation of the algorithm. 
 
, ^  |
  ^
|



                                              (eq.1) 
 
 
An N-level quantizer will be said to be optimal (or globally optimal) if it minimizes the  
expected distortion,  that  is, is optimal if for all other quantizers 4 having N reproduction vectors 
D(q*) < D(q) [1]. A quantizer is said to be locally optimum if D(q) is only a local minimum,  
that  is, slight changes in q  cause an increase in distortion [1]. The goal of block quantizer 
design is to  obtain an optimal quantizer if possible and, if not, to obtain a locally optimal and 
hopefully  “good” quantizer [1]. Several such algorithms have been proposed in the literature  for  
the  computer-aided design of locally optimal quantizers [1]. A brief view of the steps of this 
algorithm is given below  [1]: 
ALGORITHM VQ : 
1. Initialization:  Given N = number of levels, a distortion threshold   0, and an initial N-level 
reproduction  alphabet A0, and a distribution F. Set m = 0 and D-1 = ∞.  
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2. Given Am ={ yi ; i = 1, …,  N}, find its minimum  distortion  partition P(Am)  = {Si; i = 1... N}: 
x  Si  if  d(x,yi)    d(x, yj) for  all  j. Compute  the  resulting average distortion, Dm =D({Am,  
P(Am)}) = E minEAm  d(X,y).  
3. If (Dm-1  - Dm)/Dm  <   , halt with A,  and P(Am) describing final quantizer. Otherwise 
continue.  
4.  Find  the  optimal  reproduction  alphabet d(P(Am))  = {x^(si); i = 1,…, N} for  P(Am). set Am 
  x^(P(Am)). Replace m by m + 1 and go to 1. 
 Earlier this algorithm was mainly used for image compression and other related works. 
But, I found it useful for my clustering approach. 
 
 
2.3 The explanation of the VQ algorithm used for the study.  
  
This algorithm for the study of customer segregation consisted of the following 
components. Firstly, I two double arrays ‘c’ and ‘q’ were taken to store the code-vectors and the 
quantizers values. The an initial ‘cref’ value is taken as the initial reference value for the code-
book, which is the average of all the input vectors x. The input vectors are the data obtained from 
the sample database, which can be any of  the RFM values or all of them. An initial ‘dref’ value 
is taken as the mean of all the mean squared distortion values of the input vectors and the 
quantizers. The order of the Vector quantization algorithm has been denoted by ‘n’. The 
threshold for distortion value is denoted by ‘e’.  
 Initially, the reference code-vector is split into 2 new codevectors by the following 
process, shown by a pseucode below : 
 c[p-1]     = (1.0+e)*cref[p-1]; 
c[n-p+1] = (1.0-e)*cref[p-1];          (eq.2) 
Assigning of quantizers to the individual vectors is done by the following method : 
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if((sum[s]-c[p])*(sum[s]-c[p])<min)          
                    min=(sum[s]-c[p])*(sum[s]-c[p]); 
                        q[s]=c[p];          (eq.3) 
  
 
updation of code vectors for the next iteration is done as follows : 
 if (q[s]==c[p]){ 
                       sum3=sum3 + sum[s]; 
                        cnte=cnte +1.0;  
 if(cnte==0.0) 
                          c[p]=sum3; 
            else 
                          c[p]=sum3/cnte;                                             (eq.4) 
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CHAPTER 3: The Association rules based 
approach for customer purchase 
predictions. 
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3.1 A background of the Association rules based data mining 
approach. 
  
Association rules are like classification criteria. There are generally the left-hand side of 
the rule, known as the antecedent and the right hand side of the rule, known as the inference part. 
Association rules were initially applied to analyze the relationships of product items purchased 
by customers at retail stores. In data mining, association rules are descriptive patterns of the form 
X=>Y, where X and Y are statements regarding the values of attributes of an instance in a 
database. X is termed the left-hand-side (LHS), and is the conditional part of an association rule. 
Meanwhile, Y is called the right-hand-side (RHS),and is the consequent part. The most typical 
application of association rules is market basket analysis, in which the market basket comprises 
the set of items (namely itemset) purchased by a customer during a single store visit. It is also 
known as the Shopping cart analysis of the customer purchases. 
 The process of Association rule mining approach usually finds out a huge number of 
rules. These rules are then pruned down on the basis of their “Coverage” value, which is defined 
as the number of instances from the whole set, where the rule predicts correctly, and their 
accuracy (the same number expressed as the proportion of instances to which the rule correctly 
applies). Nowadays, what we call coverage is often called as “support” and what we call 
 21 
 
accuracy is also called “confidence”. We are only interested in association rules with high 
coverage values. 
 The distinction between LHS and RHS of the association rules seek combinations of 
attribute – value pairs that have predefines minimum coverage. These are called item-sets. An 
attribute value pair is called an item. It typically comes from the process of “Market basket 
analysis” where the  store manager analyzes the different items purchased by the customer in a 
single purchase, and tries to find out association rules among them.  
 
 
3.2 A Description of the Association rules mining model proposed 
here. 
  
This study involves the Apriori algorithm, used to detect rules and prune them according 
to their coverage. ‘Apriori’ is the most basic algorithm for learning association rules. Apriori is 
designed to operate on databases containing various kinds of transactions (for example, 
collections of items bought by customers, or details of a website surfing). As is common in 
association rule mining, given a set of item-sets (for instance, sets of retail transactions, each 
listing individual items purchased, in this study), the algorithm attempts to find subsets which are 
common to at least a minimum number K of the itemsets [8]. Apriori uses a "bottom up" 
approach for its execution, where the required subsets are extended one item at a time (a step 
known as candidate generation), and such candidates are tested against the data. The algorithm 
terminates when no further successful items can be added to the existing itemsets. ‘Apriori’, 
while very basic and historically important, suffers from a number of shortcomings or trade-offs. 
Candidate generation step generates large numbers of subsets (the algorithm attempts to load up 
the candidate set with as many as possible before each scan of the database). And with increase 
in the number of itemsets, the computational over head also increases. 
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 It has been considered here, the application of the Apriori algorithm for incremental 
stages, firstly for a 1-itemset, then 2-itemset and finally for a 3-itemset, each of whom have 
shown varying results (discussed in the later chapter).  The 1 itemset approach apllies the 
formulation of rules based on the criteria as to “if item X purchased”. That is it tries to find out 
the occurrence of individual items from a number of orders. Then the results are stored , and a 
pool of rules is obtained which are denoted by “occurence” here.  
  
For the 2-item set analysis, the market basket is again scrutinized and rules of the form 
“if item X purchased then item Y purchased” are found out. These are again stored. Now,  the 
coverage of the rules is found out as the ratio of the number of instances where the entire is true 
for the occurrences and the number of instances where the antecedent is true. Based on this 
criteria, the rules are pruned again and the qualified rules are stored for further perusal. 
 
For the 3-item set analysis, the market basket  analysis is done and rules of the form “if 
item X and Y purchased then item Z purchased” are found out. These are again stored. Now,  the 
coverage of the rules is found out same as that in 2-item set, as the ratio of the number of 
instances where the entire is true for the occurrences and the number of instances where the 
antecedent is true. Based on this criteria, the rules are pruned again and the qualified rules are 
stored for further perusal. 
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CHAPTER 4 : Implementation and 
results. 
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4.1  Sample dataset and the transformation of data. 
 
In this study sample dataset from the sample database “Nwind.mdb” has been taken, 
which is a Microsoft Access sample database file, and used the “OrderDeatils” table, which has 
about 2155 entries, and can be sufficiently large enough for the requirement of the analysis. The   
data for orderids and the products purchased has been taken, i.e, the first two columns. Then the 
data has been grouped into market baskets according to the orderIds, i.e., there is 1 market basket 
for each Order ID. The products mentioned here are given by names. There are about 77 
products in all. Then the analysis algorithm assigned integer IDs to each product for keeping the 
manipulation of the data in the code simple and not confusing. That is, for a certain product, say 
“tofu” it would have given an id “20” or something like that. The figure on the next page shows a 
little part of the database table that has been used for doing the analysis work. To keep things 
simple, only the first 2 columns of the aforementioned table have been utilized, and are sufficient 
enough to reach a concluding rule set. 
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Fig 2. The sample dataset for the Association rule mining approach (taken from the table 
‘Orderdetails’ “nwind.mdb” MS access database) 
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The implementation of the customer segmentation used a different table for the VQ 
approach. It used the Customer column and the freight column of the ‘Orders’ data table and 
then used that data to cluster the customers based on the different levels or clusters based on the 
value of freight. There were about 830 total entries in the Orders table and about 91 customers, 
each of whom had different freights on different dates. The figure on the next page shows the 
snap of the table being mentioned and shows some of the entries of the data sets. 
So, based on each customer name, the total freight was calculated, and that served as the 
monetary value for that particular customer. Then that monetary value was taken as the base 
attribute for the customer segmentation approach. We’ll see in the next section as to what 
segmentations we achieved and how can they be varied and perceived according to the needs of a 
company. 
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Fig 3.  Sample dataset for the VQ based customer clustering approach. (taken from the Orders 
table of ‘Nwind.mdb’ MS access database) 
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4.2  Choice of Programming language and environment. 
   
 The study has taken Java as the choice of programming language and Netbeans IDE as 
the programming environment. The nature of the algorithms that  has been implemented, is to 
work upon the datasets, which can be viewed as objects. In fact, each market  basket can be 
viewed as an object. And the application of java for implementing the algorithms makes it easy 
to handle the data as objects. 
 Also, the handling and connectivity of java to the database is very simple and effective. 
My work being entirely dependent on database records as my sole source of input, it is crucial 
for effectively getting the data from the Database and then transforming it to the desired form. 
So, it is easier to handle the database manipulation tasks in java, and it can be very modular, that 
is the database handling portion of the code can be kept separated from the rest of the algorithm 
part easily. 
 
 
4.3  Study of the VQ based clustering algorithm. Results found and 
discussion. 
 
From the simulation of the algorithm, which had the data of 91 customers of a 
company, the algorithm calculated the no. of customers in a certain price range of expenditure, 
using the monetary values obtained from the freight values in the table. Then used the LBG 
algorithm to cluster the customers according to the spending/freight. And there were about 
830 purchases/freight made by all of the customers taken together. 
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These were the findings or observations :  
 
 
 
Fig. 4 the initial input data for VQ approach 
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Fig 5(a) 
 
      Fig 5(b) 
Fig 5(a). The output observed for e = 0.002 for the above VQ approach 
Fig 5(b). The output shown in a graphical form. X-axis represents the price range and Y-axis 
represents the number of customers.  
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4.3.1 Conclusions and inferences from the outputs. 
Using the above data, we can form an observation that the number of customers in the 
range of $100 to $500 is large. And the company can predict that laying more stress on 
providing better services to this range as the customer-base is larger here, would eventually 
prove more benifitial. Similarly, other metrics can be employed to cluster customers in similar 
manner, and such conclusions/ inferences can be drawn on the basis of that. This was just a 
simple implementation to analyze how effectively the VQ based customer clustering approach 
can segregate customers into groups based on given criteria. The distortion threshold value has 
been kept 0.002 here for the analysis purposes. 
The significance of the distortion measure is that for a certain iteration of the vector 
quantization loop, is the relative distortion values of two successive distortion values is found 
to be greater than the threshold value, then the loop is continued again from the previous 
iteration. The distortion value is a mean squared value of the difference between the particular 
monetary value and the quantizer associated to it. So, if the difference is too great, then it is 
safe to repeat the process again and find a new quantizer for the same monetary value and the 
customer associated with it. This ensures a good clustering of the customers.   
 
 
 4.4 Study of the Association rule based customer behavior 
mining approach. Results and discussions. 
 Initially the study applied the Association rule based mining algorithm for 1-itemset, for 
which I obtained the following output. The occurrence is the number of appearances of the  
different products in the market baskets. Again, we have only shown a snippet of the output as 
the ouput is very lengthy.  
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Fig 6. The occurrences for 1- itemset. 
 
 
`Then the study moved on to a 2-itemset approach and devised the rules for 2 – itemsets 
based on the same datasets. The output had hundreds of rules which then had to be pruned down 
on the basis of the “coverage values”. Initially I took coverage value as 0.2, for which the 
following output was shown. : 
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Fig 7. The final rules obtained after pruning with coverage = 0.2. 
 
Next is the pruning results with coverage = 0.5 : figure shown on next page : 
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Fig 8. The final rules obtained after pruning with coverage = 0.5. 
 
 
This time we see that there are a lot fewer rules and these rules have a very good chance 
of turning true because of their high coverage values. These rules can be easily used by the 
company to draw convenient conclusions for the buying trends of the customers.  
Now I tried for the threshold coverage value at 0.7. as we shall se in the figure that 
follows, a lot fewer rules are obtained than even the previous case, and these rules are even more 
trustworthy because of their high coverage value of 0.7.figure on next page : 
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Fig 9. Rule set with coverage = 0.7. 
 
 After that , I went on to analyze the Association rule algorithm for 3-itemset 
approach. Here, I faced a problem of high execution time of the algorithm due to the enormous 
amount of iterations being performed in the 3 – nested loops. Then, the loop was modified from 
a pre-conditioned loop to a post- condition loop which reduced the over head a little, but, it still 
faces a problem of computational delay due to the sheer number of iterations. The observations 
recorded are shown on the figure : 
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Fig 10. The snippet of rule set for 3-itemset obtained for coverage = 0.5 
It took about 96 mins to complete the execution of the whole program and the final 
output had to be stored on a separate text file for future references. For the 3-itemset purpose I 
took the value of the coverage as 0.5. 
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CHAPTER 5 :  CONCLUSIONS 
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5.1  Conclusions. 
 
On implementing the approaches in sections 4.3 and 4.4, it was observed that the two 
approaches show varied resulting data that can be interpreted in different ways: 
• VQ approach can be basically used to segment customers, according to any of the 
RFM values, or all of them together. It needs the initial vectors as its input for it 
to start creating the clusters.  
• The change of the level N of the algorithm results in more number of 
segmentations, and is to be adjusted according to the requirements of the 
clustering approach.  
• The threshold value ‘є’ strictly keeps a check on the difference between the 
customer’s monetary value (or for that matter, any other value required) and its 
respective quantizing value found by the algorithm.   
• In terms of predictions, the clusters obtained can show the different segments of 
customers and the more populated segments can be targeted specifically. 
• The customer purchase patterns approach, using the association rules mining 
technique, is an effective way of extracting the rules from the raw data and 
inferring the buying patterns among them. 
•  The implementation shows that increasing the “coverage” values results in better 
pruning of rules, and a more trustworthy rule set.  
• Also, the increase from a 1-item to a 2-itemset and then onto a 3-itemset, results 
in a 10-folds increase in the computation times of the algorithms. The changing 
of loop-nesting from a pre-conditioned one to the post-condition one does reduce 
the execution time a bit but not very significantly.  
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• From the association rules with sufficient coverage, we can predict which 
products the customer tends to buy along with the purchase of particular 
products. 
 
 
5.2  Future work. 
 
The work done so far leaves ample amount of space for future improvements and 
comparisons with other algorithms. The Association rule algorithm implemented here takes up a 
lot of execution time. So, the optimization of the algorithm can be done to ensure a better 
performing algorithm. The VQ algorithm implemented here doesn’t take into account the other 
aspects like Recency and Frequency values. Either, these values can be taken into account 1 at a 
time or, all three at a time using weight factors for the three parameters. Of course, here a simple 
database was used, so there isn’t much space for taking the frequency values into account. But it 
can be extended to a larger and more comprehensive database to analyze the aforementioned 
values.   
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